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inottatt
SUMMER TERM EDITION

WINONA, MINNESOTA, JULY, 20, 1923

41 STUDENTS TO BE
GRADUATED JULY 25

PROGRAM OF LECTURES
AND CONCERTS GOOD

SUSAN DAVIS TO DELIVER ADDRESS

VARIETY OF ENTERTAINMENT OFFERED
SUMMER STUDENTS

The commencement exercises for the summer
school graduates will take place Wednesday
July 25, at 2 o'clock, in the Auditorium of the
Masonic Temple. Susan B. Davis, who is teaching in the Moorhead Teachers College summer
school, will deliver the principal address. She
will read Ida Tarbel's delightful story, I Knew
Lincoln. Miss Broadwell is planning a special
musical program for the occasion, but is not
ready to announce the numbers yet. However,
the music will undoubtedly be very worth
while and add much significance to the exercises.
There are altogether forty graduates.
The complete list follows:
Bagley, Marian R.—Music
Welcome
Barghusen, Florence Marie
Red Wing
Brewster, Irma E.
Stewartville
Corcoran, Belle C
Gaylord
Coutier, Lulu
Blue Earth
Curran, Clarice—Drawing
Minneapolis
Davis, Vera Margaret
Byron
Du Boe, Gertrude
St. Paul
Duerre, Lucy
Plainview
Eliseuson, Gertrude—Phy. Edu .
Appleton
Ellison, Fae
Winona
Erickson, Ethel L
Cashton, Wis.
Fay, Lola A
St. Charles
Felien, Florence M
Cannon Falls
Gray, Genie E
Red Wing
Hanna, Annette
Faribault
Hanson, Alfred G
Elkton
Hasset, Iola K
Winona
Herrick, Florence Esther—Music _ _ Minneapolis
Hurd, Florence
Wabasha
Huss, Irene Lansing
Winona
Jacobson, Albert G—Manual Training_Peterson
Jensen, Florence
Kasson
Jozwick, Vera
Winona
Lund, Alma
Wabasha
McCaffrey, James—Manual Training _Winona
Meany, Alice E
Austin
O'Neill, Marguerite
Plainview
Peters, June A
Cannon Falls
Potthoff, Carl
Winona
Rafoth, Anna W
Stockton
Regan, Bernice M
Minneapolis
Risinger, Myrtle C
Winona
Rohweder, Dorothy
Winona
Skustad, Belva
Grand Meadow
Spieling, Gertrude
Winona
Swanson, Signe E.—Music
Minneapolis
Tungland, Mabel J.
Rushford
Vaughan, Cecilia Mary
Eyota
Williams, M. Ruth
Lanesboro
Red Wing
Benson, Gudrun

Summer session students have been very fortunate in having had the opportunity offered to
them of hearing many excellent speakers and
singers.
Redpath - Vawter Chautauqua

AN APPRECIATION
For twenty-three years President Maxwell has been actively associated with
our school. During all this time, the
school has retained and built upon its
reputation as a leading teacher training
institution. During this time, the student
body has increased greatly in size. The
campus and the course of study offered
have been enlarged and modified to meet
the demands occasioned by this growth.
We believe that Mr. Maxwell, as president of our school, has been largely
responsible for this record. During the
past year, one of the most critical times
in the history of the college because of
the trying circumstances incident to and
resulting from the burning of our main
building, he has guided the college successfully. We wish him more success, doubting not that more success will be the
recompense of his sincere effort and interest in the welfare of Our College.

In the early part of the summer session, the
Redpath-Vawter Chautauqua brought, among
the more notable speakers, Governor Henry J.
Allen of Kansas. Ruth Bryan Owen, daughter
of the "Great Commoner" gave an interesting
account of her sojourn in Palestine -at the time
of the capture of Jerusalem during the World
War. She is a most magnetic speaker, diO. not
orate, but simply talked in a winning winner
that captivated her audience. Dr. Tahyi
an oriental scholar and economic expert, spoke
of China. His grasp of world affairs, relations
and history of nations and peoples is amazing.
Dr. Reginald Kaveu's opera "Robin Hood,"
conducted by May Valentine provided an evening of very enjoyable light opera. The delightful play "The Witching Hour" was also presented in a pleasing manner.
Dr. Arnold Lectures

Dr. Arnold gave a review of many of the best
plays he saw in New York during the winter.
He places first, as the most notable and worth
seeing, John Galsworthy's "Loyalties," a crook
drama that is true to life. He places second
"R. U. R.," by Coppe; third, "World You Live
In," also by Coppe, and fourth, "Merton of the
Movies", by Harry Leon Wilson. Dr. Arnold
says that Glenn Hunter, who took the leading
part in "Merton of the Movies," makes his play
a captivating comedy. Among other plays Dr.
Arnold very interestingly reviewed were "The
Fool," by Channing Pallock, "Rain," by John
Collen. It is probable that few students, here,
will ever be so fortunate as to see these plays.
Dr. Arnold, however, gave the real message contained in these dramas and that is of more value
than what is derived by many who actually see
NEW LAW ON CITIZENSHIP TRAINING these plays, but lack the power of perception
to get their intrinsic worth.
SECTION 1. In the eighth grade and in the
Opera Singer Pleases Audience
high school grades of all public schools, and in
On Tuesday evening, June 27th, Irene Paythe corresponding grades in all other schools lowska of the Chicago Civic Opera Company
within the State of Minnesota, and in the edu- gave a program of songs. She is the possessor
cational departments of state and municipal inof a mezzo soprano voice of fine quality and
stitutions, there shall be given regular courses of
dramatic power. Her enunciation, phrasing and
instruction in the Declaration of Independence,
breath control are all excellent, and to crown all,
and the Constitution of the United States, to an
she sang with warmth and dramatic feeling.
extent to be determined by the State CommisMiss Pavlowska rendered her selections with a
sioner of Education.
quality of the highest charm. Each song reSECTION 2. This act shall take effect and be vealed the most subtle interpretation and
in force from and after Sept. 1, 1923.
(Continued on page 10)
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SIX WEEKS OF COLLEGE
Within a few days, this summer session will
be, for us, a memory. Our recollections of the
school faculty, of the college halls, will grow
fainter as later impressions crowd out these
memories. Chapel exercises, Morey Hall, study
hours, civics class, these words which now are
so pregnant with meaning, will soon bring up
distant, hazy, pleasing images. College days
will be wistfully recalled as being carefree.
Too often the average person thinks of the
college student as a superficial person, as one
who is not serious minded. It is an obvious fact,
however, that this view is not the true one in
the case of summer session students. We have
a definite purpose, a definite aim to be attained.
We realize that unless we are influenced in our
conduct by the education we have received
while attending the summer session, our time
and effort will have been spent in vain. We had
definite reasons, varying with the individual, for
enrolling in this school. The primary objective
of a few of us was merely the acquisition of
college credits. Most of us remembered that
credits are symbols. We enrolled for the purpose of learning what to teach pupils, and how
best to teach them.
Now we may well review our work here. Have
we kept the proper balance between study and
recreation? Have we borne constantly in mind
the fact that next fall we shall expect to receive
stimulus, impetus, inspiration, from the work
of this term? Has the college atmosphere communicated itself to us, to be reflected in ease of
manner, in democracy of attitude, in geniality
of spirit?
Seventy-five per cent of us are here for only
the summer term. These of us, in particular,
are apt to stress the daily routine of classes, to
become instruments of assimilation only. These
of us are searching for facts, facts to be used in
teaching next fall. If this acquisition has been
our primary achievement, then our attendance
here has been barren of the highest fruit, of the
fullest gain offered. For the training of character is the school's greatest task. During the
school year, the teacher is in a narrow, constrained environment, an environment rather
unfavorable, as compared with that of the
college, for the proper reflection of personality.
This is especially true in the case of the grade
teacher. Therefore with the golden opportunity offered through attendance at college with

hosts of fellow workers, with people interested
in the same values, and striving for similar objectives, should we not cultivate ourselves in
these surroundings, attempt to render ourselves
pliable, expand our individualities, lose that
teacher-pupil attitude?
A considerable number of us are having our
first taste of college life. The summer school
spirit of a college is not usually the typical college spirit. Therefore the estimate of these
juniors concerning our school is not likely to be
what it otherwise would be. College life should
be free, unchained. The college student need
not be hampered by the restrictions placed on
high school students, for he has reached the age
where he should, undirected, act with discretion.
He should therefore be encouraged to rely on
himself, to develop his own personality, to
manifest a distinctive individuality. College
days are days of real fellowship. College
friendships endure. The college pals of today
may become the nation's leaders of tomorrow.
Therefore, the cultivation of friendships among
school mates is an opportunity, a duty, a privilege.
If we have added a little to our store of knowledge, if we have builded a few friendships, if we
have acquired new inspiration as to our future
tasks, then we may count these six weeks at
Winona State Teachers College successful.

DULLNESS
You and I know plenty of people who are a
good sort and reasonably industrious, but when
we come to examine them critically, and to
wonder why they have not gotten ahead in the
world, we are obliged to confess that it is because
of their dullness. Dullness usually indicates
lack of use.
Some people are satisfied to eat, sleep, and to
follow a commonplace routine without making
any definite attempt whatever to improve or
climb a little higher. If you want your saw to
be bright, and your axe sharp, there are three
things you must do:
The First is to associate with people who are
successful, progressive, and kindly. The Second,
is to think and plan and act along the success
lines which they have found good. That is, you
must learn TO THINK AND TALK THE
LANGUAGE OF SUCCESS. The Third, is to
constantly learn new FACTS and definitely
increase your business efficiency.
Facts are concrete, provable truths—not
broad, unsupported statements or glittering
generalities. To increase one's efficiency means
to work, to apply oneself mentally, and if necessary, to sacrifice. The individival who puts
these three common-sense rules into action, will
be keen, shrewd, and bright. Leaders are never
chosen from the dull ones. Avoid dullness as
you would any other disease which warps, undermines, and cripples. Many people of real ability are dull because they are lazy. Many people
of ordinary calibre do big things in the world
because THEY MAKE THE MOST OF THEMSELVES AND THEIR OPPORTUNITIES.
—American Penman.

COLLEGE TO LOSE SERVICES
OF MANY OF ITS TEACHERS
A college does not become a great institution
because of beautiful surroundings, of massive
buildings, of spacious rooms and halls, nor need
it lack or lose prestige because of the absence or
loss of these factors. Its carrying power rests
not on mere walls of brick and stone, but rather
on something more intangible—on the spirit and
personality of the leaders and teachers of the
institution.
Our college has been particularly fortunate
in the personnel of its teaching force during the
past year. Our teachers have so inspired the
various groups of students with whom they came
into contact that their influence will be felt for
years to come.
Many of these teachers are leaving next year
for new and wider fields of activity. We regret
their departure because of the loss to our school,
though our best wishes go with them for success
and happiness in their new work.
Fortunately, however, the inspiration and
sympathetic attitude of these departing members have become a permanent asset of the institution and will help to maintain the high
rank in teacher training which the Winona
State Teachers College enjoys.
Dorothy Waterman, who has been physical
director for women during the past year, secured
her master's degree from the University of
Minnesota and then took graduate work in
physical education at Wellesley College. She
taught for three years in the Teachers College
of New Briton, Connecticut, before coming to
Winona. Miss Waterman was a specialist in
orthopedics and did a great deal of constructive
work in that field while here.
Hazel Irene Aldrich, who secured her master
of arts degree at Teachers College, Columbia
University, came to Winona last year, as supervisor of the junior high school training department. She formerly was engaged in supervisory
world at Boise, Idaho, Lewiston, Idaho, and
Bemidji, Minnesota. Miss Aldrich was of great
assistance in making out a new course of study
for the training school, having had experience
in similar work at Boise.
Bernice E. Leary served during the past year
in the junior high. Her work combined teaching and supervisory duties. She is a graduate
of the Winona State Teachers College and formerly taught in the public schools of Iowa.
Miss Leary will study at the University of
Chicago during the coming year.
Martha Seeling, who is a graduate of the
Winona State Teachers College, taught for one
year in the public schools of South St. Paul before coming to Winona as assistant teacher in
the primary department of the training school.
Next year she will attend Teachers College,
Columbia University.
Alice C. Brill secured her degree of bachelor
of science from Columbia University and has
taught in the Horace Mann School. She was
offered an assistanceship in the kindergarten
department of the Teachers College, Columbia
University, but came instead to Winona where
she has been assistant teacher in the Kinder(Continued on page 10)
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SOCIAL EVENTS OF
SUMMER SESSION
FIRST PARTY
On June 22 occurred the first social event,
for the summer term students. A get-acquainted party was arranged by Miss Richards. This
took place in the gymnasium of the Elementary
Building. As the guests entered the hall, they
were met by a receiving line, of which they in
turn became a part. A grand march, next in
order of events, was followed by a few games to
entertain the group. Numerous stunts, in
which Shepard and Morey Halls, West and North
Lodges participated, were presented for the
guests' approval. The Red Wing girls also deserve mention for the pleasing way their contribution to the entertainment was carried out.
Refreshments were served, after which dancing was enjoyed.
THE PICNIC
The annual picnic, held June 29 at Bluff-side
Park, was ideal in every way. The weather was
perfect and by the time the students arrived
everything was in readiness. Before lunch an
exciting ball game was played by West Lodge
and Shepard Hall girls. To the sorrow of West
Lodge, the Shepard Hall nine carried off the
honors. Picnic lunches had been taken along
and all were served with coffee and ice cream.
Songs were sung, games played, while not a few
of the participants followed the Indian trails up
the near-by bluffs, there to gaze at the panoramic
view from the heights. As daylight began to
wane the weary groups wandered homeward,
pausing only to view the moon as it rose over
the hills.
JULY 4, 1923
`Tis well that the glorious fourth fell on Wednesday, thereby not only breaking up the week,
but exactly dividing the summer term. At
Morey Hall many were the places left vacant
by the different members of hiking and excursion parties. In the evening the spacious
grounds of the dormitories were the gathering
place of many of the faculty, guests and students,
to witness the events of the evening at which
time we were enjoyably entertained by a fitting
program. As darkness settled over the gathering, many Roman candles, sky rockets and numerous Japenese lanterns lighted up the scene.
The most pleasing scene of the evening was the
appearance of many sparklers, all twinkling
their light over every part of the lawn. An incident which drew the attention of the crowd
was the ascent of the balloon, which, as it rose
high above the trees and floated serenely away,
was followed by the cheers of the crowd. The
student body wish to thank Miss Richards for
making their fourth of July entertainment
possible and the young men of our college for
their assistance with the demonstration.
RIVER EXCURSION
One of the annual events of the summer
school session is the river trip, up the Mississippi. An afternoon was given over from the
regular routine for this excursion. You may
be sure not a student was numbered among the

missing, at the time for starting. The Kentucky Jazz band did its part in adding to the
entertainment. ,All showed their appreciation
of the scenery on both sides of the river. As
no entertainment is complete without refreshments, a picnic lunch was highly appreciated
by all members of the party. After reaching
a certain point in the river our boat, "The
Washington" began its return trip, and we again
had a chance to view beauties of nature, that
had escaped our notice at first. Early in the
evening we returned to Winona with ample
time to plan the work for the next day, all tired
but appreciating more than ever not only the
beauty of Minnesota, but especially of Winona.

THE ART NEED OF ALL
BY C. V. KIRBY, PITTSBURG

First. All need sense training, and a fine
discrimination in the selection, and use of articles
for the person and home.
Second. The community needs citizens who
desire attractive homes, beautiful yards, parks,
public buildings, and all that contributes to
civic pride and civic beauty.
Third. The merchant needs salespeople with
fine taste and sound aesthetic judgments to sell
the goods.
Fourth. The manufacturer of textiles, wall
paper, carpets, furniture, pottery, glass, etc.,
require designers and artistic craftsman who
will make the products ever more beautiful.
Fifth. The printing industry requires illustrators, and designers of covers and advertising of all kinds.
Sixth. The state requires painters, sculptors,
architects, and museum directors. It requires
teachers and supervisors of art for its elementary
and secondary schools, for its colleges and universities.

DANCING PARTY
An informal dancing party held in the gym)
nasium of the Training Building on Friday, June
13th, was all that one could desire. Although
there was much speculation about setting forth
on such a night, many were the partners who
conquered their fears of the Hoo-doo, and all
were well repaid for their courage. Social da,nc 2
ing was 'enioyed by the many, music being furnished by Herrick's orchestra. During the intermission the guests were entertained by Folk
Every time a man laughs he takes a kink out
Dancing. The Virginia Reel and other old
time dances were recalled. Cooling refresh- of the chain of life.
ments were served during the course of the even"Dr. Arnold, will you please assign us some
ing. All too soon came the time for departure,
and thoughts still linger of those pleasant hours studies to do for tomorrow?"
spent together.
Sign on butcher shop: "Tongue 48c, Brains
35c."—as usual.
Father: "Young man, do you think you can
make my daughter happy?"
Miss Francis Smith was the only member of
Her suitor: "Do I? I wish you could have
our present faculty who attended the N. E. A.
seen
her when I proposed.
and World Conference on Education in Oakland,
Cal. She writes, "This N. E. A. wasn't nearly
Announcing one of the editors: Sparkling
as lively as the superintendents' meeting a
fingers make flashy kittenball players.
year ago."
MISS SMITH ATTENDS N. E. A.

co o

CALL OF THE- WiLD
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THE SELECTION AND USE OF MENTAL norms. These are found for any age pupil by
TESTS
the examination of large numbers of pupils of
BY W. A. OWENS

this age. The average performance, or norm,

It is encouraging to note that increasing is then held to be what we should expect from
familiarity with the nature and purposes of mental measurement has brought increasing confidence in its value. It seems no longer necessary to speak argumentatively in behalf of
measurement nor to indicate its general services.
It seems rather that effort should be directed
toward such definitely practical objectives as
providing assistance in the selection of specific
tests for particular purposes, stating where they
may be secured, and suggesting the uses to which
the results may be put; in a word, assisting the
person eager to do the work to grasp the proper
instrument for its accomplishment, and having
done this to employ it effectively. The present
article will undertake to deal briefly with each
of the following topics: The two general types
of tests, the criteria by which the various tests
of each type may be evaluated, the sources of
supply, and suggestions for classroom procedure
based upon the results of measurement with the
two types of tests, considered separately and in
relation to each other.
TESTS are of two general sorts. Testing,
at the present stage of its development, has as
its object the measurement either of intelligence
or achievement. By the former is meant native
ability or capacity, unmodified by any special
discipline; by the latter is meant the results of
particular definitely directed disciplines such as
the penmanship,language or arithmetic work
of the school. The Binet-Simon Scale illustrates the intelligence test, the Courtis Arithmetic Test, the achievement. The one measures
potential achievement, the other actual. Results in the one classify the individual tested as
superior, normal, dull, or postively defective,
while results in the other indicate how far one
has progressed on the road to mastery of a
particular school subject as compared with others
of his age or grade.
Now the teacher has need of both sorts of
information regarding children, as we shall see
more clearly presently. What then, are the
criteria by which she should select the particular
instruments likely to give these types of information most easily and accurately?
Qualities of the intelligence test.
Let
us consider, first, the selection of the intelligence
test. While, in the writer's opinion, the Binet
Test, Stanford Revision, is the most reliable
measuring device for intelligence that we now
have, it is an individual test; and, other objections aside, is hence not adapted for the prompt,
indicative survey which the classroom teacher
desires and is competent to make. The test
employed should be reliable, that is, it should
rate samples that are truly representative of the
intelligence measured. It should be easily
given and be simply scored. It should be also
objective, by which is meant that personal
opinion should enter to the slightest extent
possible. So, if the intelligence test admits of
a quite mechanical manner of scoring, such as
comes with the use of a stencil, personal judgment of the answers as to their correctness is
ruled out. The test is objective. Further, the
intelligence test should have well-established

pupils who have lived this length of time. Naturally, it would follow that the test which had
had been most widely used and had therefore
drawn its norms from the largest number of
cases would be most dependable, other things
being equal.
Several group intelligence tests for the elementary school that have been widely used and
would undoubtedly give satisfaction if employed are: the National Intelligence Tests, useful in grades three to eight and for pupils entering high school; the Otis Group Intelligence
Scale which is in two parts, the Primary Examination for grades one to four, and the Advanced Examination for grades five to twelve:
the Haggerty Intelligence Examination in two
parts, Delta I for grades one to three, and Delta
II for grades three to nine; the Dearborn Group
Tests of Intelligence in two parts, Series I for
for grades one to three, and Series II for grades
four to nine; and the Myers Mental Measure
in one continous scale applicable to all ages.
With reference to the place of securing this
material and most of that which is to be mentioned later, it is suggested that those interested in mental measurement secure from the
World Book Company, 2126 Prairie Avenue,
Chicago, a bibliography of 278 titles of tests
with the names of the publishers. The cost is
ten cents. It is then relatively simple to secure
copies and determine which particular test seems
to include in the largest number the desirable
qualities.
Qualities of the achievement test.
The
achievement test should possess all the qualities held essential to the intelligence test. It
should be a group test, reliable, easily given,
and simply scored. It should be objective,
and have been used sufficiently so that reliable norms have been established. In addition,
this important quality should be sought. It
should be analytical of the subject in which
achievement is to be measured. This characteristic is evidenced, for example, in the Freeman
Scale for measurement of penmanship, speed
of production and five aspects of quality being
made the basis of estimation. These aspects
of quality are uniformity of slant, uniformity
of alinement, quality of line, letter formation
and spacing. The sample being measured may
have its faults accurately diagnosed, and the
value in this is obvious. In contrast to this
analytical scale would stand one which purports
to measure beauty, legibility, and general merit.
The fact that these aspects of penmanship
are not mutually exclusive nor sharply defined
would make the exact location of fault in the
sample being measured very dubious and largely a matter of the personal judgment of the
one employing the scale. Here let it be said
that the analysis of certain subjects is very
difficult, and that ways of measuring all aspects
of those that may be satisfactorily analyzed
have not, in the present stage of measurement
been devised. Composition, for example, has
not been satisfactorily analyzed. Arithmetic
(Continued on Page 7)

Masonic Temple—Our Chapel

I

THE FIRST LETTER

Dear pa:
I have arrived. There was not a large delegation at the depot. I eat at Morey Hall. It is
next to Shepard Hall. They call it Shepard
Hall because Miss Richards stays there. Which
is fitting. The table at Morey Hall is so large
I have to ask for things. Everybody does. The
grub is good, fancy you know. They don't
give us any chance to sleep at the table after
dinner though. But there are some nice things
about eating here. I am getting so I shine the
backs of my shoes as well as the tips when I
come down to supper. This is good corn
weather. And you would know the reason
why if you had a room on the third floor.
I wish I had my voice cultivated, pa. That's
what the boys recommend. They say I'm
awfully good as a sirenaider. They say most
anyone should fall for my singing.
I went to chapel today. At first I thought
I was in church. There were many people
standing out in the hall after the services began.
I supposed they were waiting till after the collection was taken. But some tried to walk in,
and the deacon sent them back, so I knew it
was not church. They had a very short program, and no one in the audience went to sleep.
The audience was large, too, so they expect to
have chapel every day.
There are more girls than boys at this school.
Most of the flappers among the seniors stay in
private residences-not in the halls. There's
a reason. The young men here are friendly
chaps. Whenever they see me they smile.
Democratic, too. Come to dances in their
shirt sleeves. I wish I had brought my dog
along, pa. I could tie it outside the door while
I went to class. It would give the landlady
something to think about. So she would like it too.
I read in a magazine the other day that the
cost of living is going up. It costs quite a bit
to go to school, more than I thot if would, almost as much as you thot. You were usually
right, pa. I am realizing this now. I am very
saving. Not that you are not generous, pa.
Your dutiful son, Johnny.
P. S. I had to spend 25c for a bow-tie.
THE LAST LETTER
Dear pa:
Ten dollars. Am starving—John.
Dear son: Here's three. Write sometime—
about school. Your dad.
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FACULTY DRUB STUDENTS
IN KITTENBALL GAMES

which placed them on the beginning list. Any
player may challenge any other player who is
not more than three places above him in the
list. The leader is subject to challenge by
any who are not more than three below him.
This method is something new and has proved
quite interesting to the players.
As prizes, the management announces such
attractions as the following: house and lot, railroad, touring cars, etc.
At present the standings are as follows:-

Notwithstanding the fact that the faculty
presented a very patched line-up with which
to combat the student kittenball team, yet the
faculty team completely routed its opponents
to the tune of 23 to 17 in the first game and 27
to 5 in the second. In the first game, the
faculty was more fully represented by such
1. Mr. Goddard
stellar players as Messers Maxwell, Harris,
2. Mr. Arnold
Burton, and Goddard, while the remaining
3. Miss Turner
places were less ably filled by some of the
4. Miss Artz
students. The faculty had their eyes trained
5. Miss Broadwell
for the ball and did some terrific hitting but in
6. Mr. Maxwell
the field they were guilty of a number of errors.
7. Mr. Burton
In defense of the losing team, made up of the
8, 1VIr. Owens
new students, let it be said that many of them
9. Mr. Sandt
were new at the game and so were not able to
10. Miss Waterman
handle themselves as skilled kittenball players
should.
Challenges Played:
The second game played on July 10 proved
6-3, 2-6, 4-6.
Arnold—Goddard
very disastrous to the student team which suc0-6, 2-6.
Artz—Turner
cumbed to the onslaughts of the faculty (?)
6-1.
Burton—Owens
team, composed of Mr. Goddard and eight of
6-0, 6-0.
Arnold—Artz
the older students. Four student pitchers were
6-4, 10-8.
Goddard—Turner
unable to check the hard hitting that featured
6-4, 10-8.
Broadwell-Turner
the faculty attack. McCaffrey, of the faculty,
1-6, 6-4, 1-6.
Broadwell—Artz
proved to be the big star with the stick by knock4-6, 6-0, 1-6.
Arnold—Goddard
ing the ball into the ruins, making by far the
1-6, 4-6.
Waterman—Sandt
longest hit of the game. On this occasion the
7-5, 7-9, 6-4.
Arnold—Goddard
ball was lost in the debris and a delay of several
6-1, 1-6, 1-6.
Arnold—Goddard
minutes resulted while the players were organ7-5, 3-6, 0-6.
Arnold—Goddard
ized into hunting squads to find the elusive ball
so that the game could be eventually resumed.
A fair sized crowd witnessed both exhibitions, I CO-EDS PLAY KITTENBALL I
filling the so-called (?) bleachers completely. It
consisted chiefly of co-eds who were out to cheer
The Athletes of West Lodge organized a base
their favorites on to victory. We think the ball team shortly after summer term opened
faculty received more than its share. We and after some practice challenged the unsuswonder why.
pecting Shepard Hall rookies.
The lineup follows:
The teams met on the Bluffside Park grounds
STTJDE NTS
FACULTY
while at the school picnic June 15th. Both
Schieml, c
McCaffrey, p
teams played a good game, considering the
Farley, p
Lynch, c
amount of practice they had had.
Neville, ss
Larsen, ss
Shepard Hall players began bravely and
Berge, 1 b
Kelly, 1 b
shut the West Lodgers out for the first several
Ruhnke, 3 b
Mitchell, 3 b
Witt, 1 b
Potthoff, c f
Carson, 2 b
Goddard, 1 b
Speltz, r f
Blotter, r f
D. Berry, r f
Hanson, 2 b

COMPETITION KEEN IN
FACULTY TENNIS GAMES
An interesting tennis tournament to be completed by July 19 for ten of the faculty members
is now in progress. At present Mr. Goddard
seems to be the favorite for first honors on the
basis of the games he has played, but he will
no doubt get much competition from the other
contestants before the tournament is over. Mr.
Maxwell, last year's winner, has not played yet,
but he is expected to be one of the leading
players for high honors when he begins to take
part.
A novel method of handling the tournament
is being used. The players ,first drew numbers

innings, but they soon tired, allowing their
opponents seven scores.
The following was the line up:
Shepard Hall
West Lodge
Buchs, c
Ohlmstad, c
Anderson p
Travey p
Corcoran, .1 b
Nelson, 1 b
Blakesley, 2 b
Mischke 2 b
Donnay, 1 f
Longcor, 1 1
Allen, r f
Zandro, r f
Holmes, 3 b
Mengelt, 3 b
Donnay, c f
Johnson, c f
Hadler, ss
Stanffer, ss
Substitutes: Pilling for Buchs
Score:
Shepard Hall 19
West Lodge 7
Referees: Zimmerman and Larsen

Berge: "Dad, can you help me with this
problem?"
Dad: "I could, son, but I don't think it
would be right."
Berge: "I don't suppose it would, but take
a shot at it anyway."

Harris: "How did you manage to keep students from walking on your lawn after you
seeded it down?"
Prexy: "I put up a sign which read: Keep
off the cement walk. It hasn't hardened."
"It's a wise father that knows his own child,"
said the minister, as he looked at the minister's
son.
DO YOU GET THESE?
Please excuse Willie for going home at recess.
He got a pain in the boy's basement and couldn't
get up the stairs.
Please excuse Mary for being jumpy. She
just got better of St. Fido's dance.
Miss G: James didn't have a doctor, he only
had measles in two days he was alright he made
a mistake and said it was a doctor.—Hygela.
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Prospects for Next Year are Bright MU EPSILON NU IS
WIDE AWAKE FRAT
TEACHERS AND RETURNING STUDENTS LOOK FORWARD
TO A SUCCESSFUL YEAR

Another year of school is about to close.
Those who spent the whole year here and are
not returning next year, will perhaps find their
thoughts wandering back over the year that has
gone by, while those who are returning next
year are doubtless more interested in the year
which is before them.
During the past year this school has passed
through the greatest crisis in its history, but it
is with both pride and pleasure that we can say
that the crisis was successfully met. Due to
the co-operation between members of the faculty,
students, and the kind citizens of Winona, the
situation was mastered. A student body of
more than five hundred was effectively accommodated within a brief period of time so that
its members could pursue their courses without
loss of time, or without being seriously handicapped. Meeting a problem and solving it
must add to a persons initiative and mental
stamina, therefore the experiences of the past
year have been of value to both teacher and
student, and have helped make this a very successful year.
What is the outlook for next year? Shall we
take a pessimistic point of view and think that
prospects for a successful year are poor, or is
there reason for optimism?
It is true that the new building will not be
ready for use next year, but the housing proposition presents no difficult problem. The school
will continue to use the Main Street Church for
offices as well as for other purposes, and the
Masonic Temple will be used for auditorium and
class rooms as heretofore. These buildings,
together with the school library, the training
school, and such other buildings as are needed,
will take care of most of the activities of the
school.
The question has often been asked: Will attendance be small? It is believed at present
that attendance will be moderately large because
the dormitories are filled and there is already a
waiting list.
As the new year approaches many are interested in the prospects of men's athletics.
Heretofore one of the big drawbacks for strong
teams has been the small number of men students in attendance here. Through the efforts
of the One Hundred Club, whose chief aim is to
swell the men's attendance to one hundred, this
difficulty will soon be remedied, thus making it
possible for W. S. T. C. to have strong teams in
all branches of men's athletics. Even though
our teams next year will not be able to go out
and whip the world, let us trust that "year by
year in every way they are getting better and
better."
Everyone is keenly interested in knowing
who shall constitute the faculy of '23-24. Many
of the present members are to remain next year,
but several new members have been hired to
take the place of those who have already left, or
are leaving. The following is the list of new

teachers whose work will begin with the opening
of the fall term, on September 4.
Fern Andrews, assistant in music, comes from
Indianapolis public schools. She is a graduate
of Indianapolis Normal School and has made
special study of public school music. She plays
the violin and sings.
A. M. Christensen, junior high school principal,
is a graduate of Carlton College and holds his
master's degree from the University of Minnesota. He has had experience as superintendant
in one of the Minneapolis high schools In college
he was interested in athletics, public speaking,
and music.
Cecile Evans, previously announced, comes as
assistant librarian from the Pratt Library School
in Brooklyn.
Cyrus Jennings, assisting in manual training
for the past year, comes into the faculty on full
time, most of his preparation having been made
in Bradley Institute in Peoria.
Martha E. Lewis, a graduate of the University of Wisconsin and the Sargent School of
Physical Education, has had a variety of experience as teacher of physical education, but
more recently her work has been in Marshall
College, West Virginia.
Angela Mensing, an experienced primary
teacher and a member of the class of 1923, comes
into the kindergarten as full time assistant.
E. S. Selle comes from the Mankato superintendency. He is pursuing special studies this
summer at Teachers College, Columbia.
Ruth Strickland is at present a teacher in the
Duluth public schools. She is a graduate of a
state normal and has completed most of the
requirements for the bachelor's degree. She
will act as assistant in the primary room.
The directorship of training has been accepted
by Charles L. Simmers who was awarded the
master's degree by Teachers College at Columbia
in June. For the current summer he is an instructor in the Yale University faculty. He has
had a variety of training and experience for this
position, having originally completed his normal
training in the Cedar Falls State Teachers
College.
The junior high school supervisory critic work
will be carried by Miss Beulah Brunner, a
graduate of the Warrensburg, Missouri, State
Normal school, with her bachelor's degree, from
Teachers College, and her maker's degree just
completed in the University of Ohio.
Appointments for the teachership of physical
education for-men, the assistantship in the junior
high school, and'the head teachership of music
have not been announced.

The Mu Epsilon Nu Club is an organization
made up of the wide awake young men students
of the school. The club, although very young,
has done much to entertain, "pep up," and make
leaders of its members.
The activities include interesting bi-monthly
meetings in which the members take part in
debates, discussions, and have the opportunity
to hear many good speeches on special topics by
leaders in many lines of work. The banquets
are also included with the interesting activities
of the club. The banquets are arranged by a
committee and are usually held the day of a big
athletic event on our home field or gymnasium,
and as their guest the visiting team is invited.
Another big event, which is characteristic of
the activities before all big football games on
the home field, is the "pep-fest" which includes
the bonfire, the rooting, and marching.
Athletic games, winter sports and all usual
college games are well supported. Inter-college
games in football, basket ball, track and field
contests are great aids in physical development
and cultivate comradeship and leadership,
thereby realizing three important objectives
of the club.
The last social event on the program and
probably the one most enjoyed is the annual
picnic which is held across Lake Winona. This
offers to all present a real time.
Many of the young men attending our teachers
college are at least partially self suppbrting.
The Mu Epsilon Nu believes that such men are
especially deserving of attention because of the
pluck and ambition they manifest, and because
such young men usually succeed in later life.
The club believes that it should support their
efforts. Consequently, it has organized an
employment bureau, aiming thereby to secure
odd time positions for those students who desire
such work.
Because we think this organization is important and has a big future, we are hoping for a
large attendance of ambitious young men the
coming year.

Besides the routine work s)f - the school there
are many other opportunities for making /next
year profitable and happy if these opporginities
are made use of. For those who are interested
and have the ability there will be opportunity to
join the Mendelssohn Club, the Winona Players,

or one of the many athletic organizations which
are to be formed in the school. All the advantages. Whidh the school offers together with those
which the city and vicinity offer will make next
year a pleasant and worthwhile one • for all who
come to W. S. T. C.

SUMMER SESSION STATISTICS
There are 412 students attending the summer
session. The faculty numbers 23 tilichers. Of
the student body, 152 have never previously
attended Winona State Teachers College. Last
year the total attendance was somewhat greater
than it is now. The decrease is doubtless due
to a mistaken opinion that we are handicapped
by the burning of our main building. Work has
gone on smoothly despite the fire. The students
are not inconvenienced as a result of it; the fire
should not be reflected by a loss of attendance.
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TO THE LITTLE RED SCHOOL HOUSE just which combinations need further drill, and
which are well controlled. The Cleveland SurThis is the school house primeval;
vey has carried the analysis of this aspect of
The murmuring voices of children,
arithmetic to a further and more desirable stage.
Languid with all, and impatient,
In silent reading, the analysis of the subject inThey wait the hour of dismissal;
to speed and comprehension aspects has been
Wait with watchful attention
relatively simple, and the chief difficulty has
Eying the clock hung above them,
been found in making the tests for comprehenTicking away the minutes,
sion possess another of the qualities which
In seemingly slow swinging tempo.
should be present in any satisfactory measuring
Wait with the days pent up feeling,
instrument, that of objectivity.
To madly burst forth from the schoolhouse,
Exulting once more in their freedom
Having noted the qualities which should be
From books and suppression of study;
found in the intelligence and achievement types
As streamlets, suppressed for a season,
of tests, let us now inquire briefly what their
When springs rising floods rush to join them,
use may mean to the classroom teacher.
Leap with a wild exultation,
USE of intelligence measures. The intelliNor heed the resistance of flood gates.
gence test will give promptly an acquaintance
These are the voices of children.
with the distribution of ability that would
But where is the long suffering teacher,
ordinarily be gained slowly and less definitely.
She, who with patient endurance,
An occasional child may need to be cared for enWith motionless facial expression,
tirely outside the school. The dull children may
Teaches them over and over,
require placement in special classes in order
In unvarying sequence of routine?
that the progress of the normal group may not
She sits at her desk with composure,
be impeded. The superior child must be given
And inwardly waits for the hour
special opportunities, either of extra work or
When, free from the murmur and tumult,
more rapid progress, according to need. The
Thru one more day's work she has ended,
recognition and development of the superior
Solitude then sweetly soothes her.
child is of greater importance than the
Nor longs she for any companion,
attempt to keep the subnormal child up to the
But glories in lack of commotion.
average group.
This is the school house primeval;
And here is the dignified teacher.
USES of achievement measures. In the
The children! ah, what of the children,
case of the achievement tests, the uses are easily
Who ever have been such a priiblem.
discoverable. Various abilities of an individual
Tho we puzzle and ponder about them,
agree closely. If then, he does not hold much
Will not children always be children?
the same position with reference to the norm
MARGARET PAYNE.
in his various subjects, inquiry may well be
made as to the reason. Presumably it is in his
THE SELECTION AND USE OF MENTAL interest or some other obvious circumstance
rather than his aptitude. The test should
TESTS
(Continued from page 4)
direct attention to the subjects needing time.
apparently may be readily analyzed, but all Knowledge derived from them could influence
aspects are not yet measurable by scale. We profoundly the daily program, or prompt proare at present measuring satisfactorily only the motion. Achievement tests can be used in
ability to associate answers with combinations, determining status of entering or departing
and, even here, the most widely used test, the pupils. Their use will reveal class and pupil
Courtis, does not enable the teacher to say progress, may supply incentives to the children.

Morey Hall

Graphs may aid here. Best methods and texts
will be ascertained.
Achievement should accord with intelligence.
But there is a further significance to the intelligence and achievement test than appears when
their uses are defined separately, for it is obvious
that there must be a relation between the rating
which one receives in an intelligence test and
the scores which represent his achievement.
They should, then, be considered together as
well as separately, and deductions which may be
drawn when they are compared for any individual or group seem to be of the greatest significance. Let us suppose that an individual
stands in the highest fifth of his group in intellect, and in the third or middle fifth of his group
in achievement. Compare the value he is deriving from his work with that coming to the
individual who reverses the conditions. The
teacher then should have both kinds of information regarding her group, and it should be her
objective to secure from each pupil results commensurate with his ability or better.
A particular test should here be mentioned
because of its pioneer character in this field of
investigation. The Illinois Examination, devised by Drs. Monroe and Buckingham, and
published by the Public School Publishing Company of Bloomington, Ill., under the auspices
of the University of Illinois Bureau of Educational Research, is referred to. It is in two
parts, one for grades three, four and five, and
one for grades six, seven and eight. It consists
of an intelligence scale and two achievement
tests, one in reading and one in arithmetic. The
norms for reading and arithmetic are mental age
norms, and so indicate what achievement should
be expected of a pupil of a certain intelligence
or mental age as determined by the intelligence
test. A new term, Achievement Quotient, is
then introduced which means a pupil's actual
achievement divided by the achievement he
should be expected to attain for his mental age.
That is, if a pupil's intelligence should be accompanied by B achievement, his quotient is
low if he makes C, or high if he makes A. It is
then readily conceivable that a certain teacher
may be doing better work if her pupils make C
grades than is a teacher in a neighboring building whose pupils make B grades. One may be
causing her pupils to realize C on D intelligence,
while the other may be allowing hers to realize
B on A and B intelligence.
Is not this new aspect of measurement assuming high importance when it is reported by
Pintner of Ohio State University in a study of
over four thousand cases, that 40% of those who
were accomplishing more than their intelligence
should lead one to expect, were mentally slow as
against 11% of the mentally superior? Of nine
hundred cases that revealed inferior achievement, considering their ability, 47% were
superior, and only 8% dull.
If it be true, as it seems to be, that, ability
considered, our superior students are more retarded than our dull, that we are consistently
underestimating the ability of the superior pupil
and failing to provide him with disciplines that
are truly educative, ought we not to know both
intelligence and achievement, and see that the
latter is congruous with the former?
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THE INDUSTRIAL ARTS
DEPARTMENT
A most interesting, constructive, profitable
course has been given in this line judging from
the results obtained in the various activities
undertaken.
The projects in mounting, note book construction, book binding, and box making (paste
board) were very much worth while, bringing a
realization to the worker of the detailed difficulties with which the simplest problems in
these lines are accomplished. Photograph book
covers, a bound volume, and a bound pamphlet
were the specialties accomplished in the above
projects.
The weaving problems proved very fascinating. Loom weaving, which included rugs, plain
and checkerboard design, was most practical.
The Four Harness Colonial Pattern weaving
was special; two clever specimens were made,
one, a table runner; the other, material for a
shopping bag.
The Shuttle Craft Course in card weaving
was intensely interesting. It is known as
Egyptian card weaving. It is an ancient but
ingenious method of weaving ornamental bands
without a loom. Though limited in scope by
the fact that the process does not lend itself to
the production of anything but strips from three
to four inches wide at the most, the possibilities
in the way of color and design are so delightfully
varied that it has a fascination all its own.
The apparatus is extremely simple—a mere
handful of cards and a hank of thread—and so
small that it is as portable as crocheting or
knitting material. It may be set up anywhere
and is in its way as technical as weaving on a
loom.
In occupational therapy this work is extremely
valuable. Problems may be arranged to be
simple or complex, suitable to different intelligence levels. The kinds of articles which may
be made are variable; neckties, belts, girdles,
watchbands, curtain tie backs, etc., comprise a
partial list. It is so worth while that Mr. Sandt
promised an "H" for an original application of
this weaving. We are the third school in the
United States to adopt this method of shuttle
craft work, which was originated by Miss Mary
Atwater of Seattle, at which place she introduced the work.
Basketry was probably the most captivating
of all the work, judging from the variety of
baskets, trays, desk lamps, waste paper baskets,
etc. Originality proved an asset in this work.
Several members who had had experience and
proved their ability were allowed to undertake
furniture projects. Ferneries were the greatest
in number. Three circular patterns showed
much individuality. One of the students made
a beautiful floor lamp. A chaise lounge added
a bit of charm to the collection. It, too, was of
splendid workmanship. A large, roomy rocker
supplemented by a footstool of similar pleasing
design completed the furniture collection.
The coping saw work provided much enthusiasm; ring tosses, toy chairs, tables, and animals
were by-products of waste materials. We
predict that Santa's pack will contain numerous
of above articles next Xmas. Netting claimed

its share of activity. Tennis nets, hammocks,
volley-ball nets, etc., were carried away with
pride. Rope splicing added variety and completed a very profitable program for the summer's work.
We look forward to an exhibition of representative articles in the near future that will be
a credit to Mr. Sandt whose wit, humor, and
personality have inspired us to accomplish these
achievements.
—Mary E. Senrick.
THE KID
A long freight train came slowly up the track
at Huff Street. Toward the rear end of the
train a door was opened and the Kid was standing in the opening. He seemed to be studying
the group of houses near the station. Apparently satisfied, he swung easily from the moving
train and watched it as the last car disappeared
down the track.
Among the hoboes there is a system of sign
language which is very important to the success
of a tramp—that is, if begging three meals a day
could be called a success. A brief survey failed
to reveal any of these signs, so the Kid concluded
that the neighborhood did not feed tramps.
After some hesitation, he set off down the
track in the direction of the receding train, when
he heard yells in that direction. He recognized
them instantly and for a few minutes he was lost
in thought. It reminded him of games he had
seen in Chicago.
Finally he reached the Ward building. There,
a short distance from the track, was the athletic
field. A football game was in progress. The
stand was packed with rooters yelling themselves hoarse. It was a familiar scene; it fascinated the Kid. Then he remembered that he
was no longer interested in such things and
turned to walk away, but a sudden desire compelled him to stay. Instead, he walked back to
the wire fence encircling the field.
As the Kid watched the game it took him
back to the days when he attended high school
in Chicago. As the game continued it became
harder and harder for him to realize that he was

a tramp. He no longer thought of eating.
Time after time he caught himself yelling at the
top of his voice.
As the next play started, the crowd let out a
series of wild yells. Three men had separated
from the Winona team, and were fighting their
way through a scattered field of players. Smith
had the ball and the other two were "running
interference." They were protecting Smith and
their ball. He made a touchdown. The grandstand went wild. This was new to the Kid; in
his younger days he watched only the player
with the ball. The importance of the interference set his brain to working. The Kid never
had any real purpose in life, he just lived for
himself. To him the world was a bunch of
human beings, all working for their own interests without a thought of the next fellow.
Here every player was doing everything possible
to help the man with the ball. They were playing the game with principles the reverse of his
own. The Kid wondered why he could not have
been fortunate enough to at least "make interference."
His thoughts were interrupted by the final
whistle. The players came off the field, and the
coach shook hands with each of them and patted
them on their backs. The crowd gradually dispersed, rejoicing over their victory.
The Kid picked up his coat and started toward
the track. The last hour had been like a pleasant dream, and he wished that he might dream
it over.
As the Kid reached the track he was greeted
by Jerry, a "pal" he had met in Minneapolis.
"Well, if it ain't the Kid. I ain't seen you
for most a year. Have ya had anything to eat?
I know a place up the line." Then he stopped.
"Ya ain't sick are ya?" for he noticed that the
Kid was not very responsive.
"No, I was just thinking." Yesterday he
would have been glad to see Jerry, but today—
well, he wished he hadn't met him. He wanted
to be alone. Back there at the game he had a
faint hope that he might begin life over. He
thought perhaps he might still have a chance to
play football. What was the use? It was

College Library

(Continued on page 9)
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THE RURAL SCHOOL OUTLOOK
Our rural schools have recently been the subject of much discussion, and have been undergoing serious consideration by leading educators
of this country. The old notion regarding this
system of schools has been discarded. Formerly
when the country child was taught reading,
arithmetic, writing, and spelling his education
was deemed adequate. A greater emphasis was
placed on the academic viewpoint than on the
practical. This naturally resulted in a narrow
understanding of life's problems, and left the
student to cope with a great handicap—the lack
of general knowledge. In many instances it
was difficult to arouse sufficient interest and
co-operation in a community to overcome these
adverse conditions.
With the passing of years the inefficiency of
these schools became more apparent. The advancing of civilization required well-trained
men and women, for carrying on the work of the
world, and the old type of school failed to fit
its children for the demands of modern living.
When the "country" people began to realize
the importance of good training, they demanded
a better system of rural schools.
Not only is the improvement of these schools
sought by providing training for rural teachers
in the state teachers colleges, but agricultural
schools, experiment stations, and domestic
science departments are provided by the state
for educating the children of our country. The
object of these institutions is to educate the
country boys and girls to become intelligent
farmers, housekeepers, and citizens.
A general reform of the methods of teaching
the country schools is being advocated. The
old method of teaching books to children is regarded as inefficient and illogical. In its stead
emphasis is placed on the practical and thorough
training of the pupil for life's work. This, undoubtedly, is the most important, and worthwhile idea for the advancement of civilization.
What advantage is there in knowing a multitude of facts and skills if they are not applicable
to life's situations? Yet, that has been the common fault of our schools. Therefore, educators
are striving to establish a system which will
eliminate waste of time in acquiring useless facts;
and promote individual creative thinking.
The methods now presented teach the pupil
to belong tq himself,—that is to think for himself. Thuskhe acquires self-confidence, vision,
and skill with which to solve the problems
arising in his daily experiences. In addition,
particular attention is paid to physical development. Physical training is now compulsory in
all schools of this state. Proper lighting,
ventilating, heating,' and seating systems have
been established and are installed in school
houses to provide the best and healthiest atmosphere for studying. Health drills, medical
examinations, sanitation, value of pure water,
hot lunches, athletics, games, and self-activity
are greatly emphasized to preserve and promote
the health of the child.
The beauties of nature, together with this
improvement in our rural schools make the opportunities for the rural student more effective

and desirable. The country child becomes
familiar with subjects teaching more efficient
farming and a more wholesome and happy home
life. The social outlook of the rural school is
also improved. With the teacher's and pupil's
assistance, the school is often made the social
center of the community, where both old and
young meet for study and recreation.
It will be noted in observing and comparing
the new type of rural schools with the old, that
the latest system has such important changes
and advantages as :—a greater and more active
interest on part of the community; better buildings and more adequate equipment; better
trained teachers and opportunities for farm boys
and girls to secure higher education; improved
methods more closely related to life; provision
for maintaining vigorous health; and a more
wholesome, happy social life. —Berge
THE COUNTRY LIFE CLUB
BY CARL WITT

Seven years ago an organization, The Country
Life Club better known as the C. L. C., was formed at the Winona State Teachers College. The
preamble of the constitution of the C. L. C.
states that the Club's purpose is to train its
members for social leadership by actual participation in its activities. The eight hundred
members who have joined its ranks have worked sincerely toward the realization of this aim.
Possible members who were rather skeptical as
to the organization's worth came to visit at the
programs. When the call for members came at
the end of the session our friends were found to
be glad to get the opportunity of becoming one
of us.
We have at all times felt especially fortunate
in having Miss Trites as our guide. This summer the C. L. C. stepped forth with new vigor
under the leadership of Mr. Berge, who came to
us from Peterson. Miss Ruth Wilsey of Rushford took over the secretarial work. The group
leaders, Mrs. Hadler of Kasson, Mrs. Jackman
of Bruno and Mr. Speltz of Altura have furnished the Club with delightful programs, not only
highly entertaining in themselves but also rich.
in suggestions and ideas which may be carried
out in the schools of the communities in which
we teach. The programs consist of readings,
songs, plays and many original productions
which, through their presentation have served
as a "Melting Pot" to weld us all into one strong
hand of co-workers for the improvement of our
profession and ourselves.

The summer session was climaxed by a picnic at the Gilmore Valley School and Teacher's
Home. Some pleasant and profitable hours
were spent in the examination of the school and
home. The surrounding bluffs were scaled
with the vigor and vim characteristic of the
climbers' achievements in other works. The
day marked the end of another chapter in the
history of the C. L. C.

MISS RICHARDS HONORED
Miss Florence Richards is this week acting as
presiding officer of an important conference of
the National Association of University Women
in session at Portland, Oregon. As an alumnus
of the University of Michigan, she represents
that institution; and on request of the association, she has prepared and is in charge of the
program. From Portland, Miss Richards will
go to Pasedena, California, where she will spend
the remainder of the summer with her mother
and sister.
THE KID
(Continued from page 8)

easier to go with Jerry. Yes, he was foolish
ever to think of leaving such a good pal".
At this point something happened. Two
little boys were passing on their way home from
the game. "When I get big I'm going to be
half-back on a football team, ya bet. I hope I
get to be as husky as that guy there," one of the
boys' said as he pointed toward the Kid. This
brought home to him the fact that he had less
ambition than a boy of eight or nine years. He
knew that he wasn't going with Jerry. He
turned and spoke.
"Jerry, I'm quittin' the game. I'm going to
get a job and next year go back to school. Maybe sometime I'll go home," he added.
Jerry did not understand, but he shook hands
with the Kid. He stood and watched him as
the Kid walked up Johnson Street.
John Wilson (for he was no longer the Kid)
walked straight ahead, looking neither to the
right or left. He was afraid the sight of Jerry
again might make him weaken.
If the next morning we could have been both
in Winona and Minneapolis, we would have
seen John going to work at the Ford Garage,
and Jerry in Minneapolis, telling a group of
"pals" that "The Kid's gone wild."
—Corinne Brown
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PROGRAM OF LECTURES AND
CONCERTS GOOD
(Continued from page 0)

finished musical ability of the singer. Miss
Pavlowska's recital proved to be not only a delightful evening's entertainment but was a
musical event of great importance to the artistic
development of each student.

and in politics. In one of his classroom lectures
he stressed the social function of the teacher.
He also expressed the hope that within twentyfive years the settlement houses of today would
be abolished and that each school would become
a settlement in itself for the benefit of all the
people in the community surrounding it.
Junior Red Cross Work

Another Musical. Treat

Mrs. Gray of the Junior Red Cross spoke on
On Thursday evening, July 17th., Mr. Charles
Friday, July 13th, telling of the aims and
Norman Granville gave a programme worthy
activities of the J. R. C. in relation to the school.
of commendation. He is admirably equipped
as to the vocal, artistic and technical requireHIT AND RUN
ments of his art. Through his remarkable vocal
and interpretive powers, Mr. Granville, has
earned the enviable title of Master Interpreter;
Miss Richards:—We are having a black berryand since his brilliant success in recital. at Aeolian ing party next Saturday.
Hall, New York City, he is recognized as one
Voice from rear:—What darkey died now?
of America's greatest singers.

COLLEGE TO LOSE SERVICES OF MANY
OF ITS TEACHERS
(Continued from page 2)

garten department in the training school for the
past year. Miss Brill plans to remain at her
home in St. Paul this coming year.
J. Elberta Broadwell took her degree in music
at the University of Minnesota. She was supervisor of music at Sioux Falls, South Dakota, before coming to Winona, where she has held a
similar position.
Mary McKay, B. Mus., who• has held the
position of director of music for the past year,
came to Winona from Elgin, Illinois. She has
' done original work as a composer and her skill
as a director of music was shown by the superior
quality of the Mendelssohn concert given this
, spring.
.

William •H: Burton came to Winona State
"Silence is consent;" said Scheevel when he Teachers College two years ago as director of
asked the deaf and dumb girl for a kiss. And the training school, in which capacity he has
Dr. Emmanual Sternheim of New York City some say silence is golden.
done -a constructive and far-reaching piece of
spoke on the 10th, and 11th., of July. Dr.
work. He formerly was engaged in college and
Sternheim is a graduate of Oxford University,
Mr. Munson:—Miss Jones, can you tell us teacher training work in the states of Oregon
the Sorbonne and Heidelberg. His particular which is the least used bone in the body of man.
and Washington: He is the author of a college
specialization is educational literature. In his
Miss Jones:—Yes, the head.
text-book "Supervision • and the Improvement
several talks throughout the two days he reof Teaching." He took his bachelor of arts
viewed many hooks. Among the ones of the most
Ida:—There goes Bump, the man who made degree at the Oregon State University and his
educational importance were "The Crown" by
a million out of an idea.
master's degree from Columbia University.
J. C. Smith, "Foe—Farrell" by Sir Arthur
Corinne:—Ya? What was the idea?
Next year he will study at the University of
Quiller-Couche, "Humbug" by E. Delsfield,
Ida:—That he didn't know it all.
Chicago where he will complete the work to"The Judge," by Rebecca Wells, and "Babbit"
ward his doctor of philosophy degree and start
by Sinclair Lewis.
"Where can I be vaccinated so that it will writing other books in the field of education.
His manner of talking was that of a satirist,
not show."
John W. Goddard has served as principal of
yet he has great faith in America, although he
Sherlock:—"On the ear."
the
junior high school during the past two years.
sees her dangers and weaknesses. One of the
He has thoroly reorganized that department of
great points he made was that education serves
Speaking of absent-mindedness—
the training school and has also organized a
a great function in America but there is much
Miss Kennedy speaking—told her class about Boy Scout troop. He secured his bachelor's
that is not fitting connected with it. He holds
a man who was so seriously infected with that degree at Washington State University and came
that the teachers do the thinking for the childdisease that at breakfast, one morning, he to us during the summer of 1921 from the
ren and prevent them from doing any creative
scratched his pancake and spread the syrup on Washington State College, Pullman, Washingthinking.
the back of his neck.
ton. Mr. Goddard returns to the state of WashThe second big message Dr. Sternheim
ington next year as superintendent of schools
brought was a call to the teachers to be bigger
Mr. French:—Can anyone in the class tell us at Garfield.
and broader. They should grasp the opportuniWalter L. Harris has been teacher of social
ty to lift the common level of common life. He how old the study of geometry is?
made a plea for broader interest on the part of
Mr. Farley:—It must be pretty old. Noah science for the past three years. He has also
served as business advisor for the Wenonah and
the teacher, in reading, in people, in society, constructed the first arc.
acted as a member of the athletic board. Before
coming to Winona he was statistician in Chicago
for the Inter-Church World Movement of
social surveys. He took his master's degree at
NO PE.
RpOONJ
the University of Michigan and has been granted
leave of absence to continue his studies at that
university, where he will take his degree of
doctor of philosophy in June.
Sternheim a Magnetic Speaker
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Edgar W. Everts has served as director of
physical education for the past two years and
has coached the men's athletic teams. He came
from Michigan City, Indiana, where he had
similar work in the high school of that city. Mr.
Everts was recently chosen to fill a newly created
position in the state department of education
dealing with physical and health education in
the public schools of the state.

EDUCATION DEFINED
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An educated person is one who knows what,
he wants, knows where to get it, and knows bow
to use it after he gets it.—Statler Salesmanship.
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SO THIS IS THE NEW COLLEGE HALL

THE HALL DESCRIBED
The new Hall is located on the site of the old
building, with its main entrance again
facing north, but it is larger than before
and extends nearer the street in front and nearer
the training school. It retains the same relation
to the library except that the "bridge" is abandoned. It is concrete and brick, the same brown
pressed brick as in the library and training
buildings.
Going in by the main entrance, which is shown
in the picture, one enters a wide corridor or lobby
beyond which he finds the auditorium. This
is a well day-lighted theatre with floor sloping
to a wide stage at the south. This fine room is
two stories in 'height, with a balcony on the long
north side, and seats 1000. At the sides of the
stage are ample dressing rooms and above the
dressing rooms is provided the space for a pipe
organ, awaiting the generosity of the alumni or
of some other good friend of the school. An
orchestra pit provides for the oratorios, dramas,
and commencements, all of which will now take
place under our own roof.
The amply wide and well lighted main corridor
entirely surrounds the auditorium, the two large
light courts, and the four stairways. Turning in
this corridor to the left, after entering from the
front, one passes the suite of offices, then turning
south he finds the social room; a large study
room, with unassigned desks for use during
vacant periods; then the nurse's office, with rest
room, and the physical education office for
women. Passing on, another turn to the right
brings one to the big gymnasium, just across

from the stage of the auditorium. It is sixtyfive by eighty-eight feet in size, with high south
windows, and has seating space both on the
floor and in a gallery that extends across a side
and two ends.
One next comes, in the south and east corner,
to the large assembly room of the junior high
school, grades seven to nine having been provided for in this new building. On the west,
next the training school, are seven or eight rooms
also set apart for these children. This entire
department is separated from the college department by glass partitions but is easily
accessible to auditorium, gymnasium, offices,
etc.
Having now reached the west end of the
front corridor one passes the office of the director
of training; a class room for special methods;
a student-activities room for publications,
committees, and club officers; and last, a faculty
and literary society room combined.
In the story next above, one finds rooms and
equipment for the various academic subjects,
all connected with the fine open corridor that
again passes in a square about the entire floor.
The four well-located, well-lighted, stairways,
extending from bottom to top of the building,
make this floor readily accessible from any
location.
The tower story, over the main entrance, is
large enough and well located for the music
department, and provides an ample recital
room, three practice rooms, and an office.
The ground floor with its windows six feet
above the grade of the sidewalk, has four en_

trances—east, south, and west. Here are to be
taught the several art subjects. Industrial
and manual arts with printing has six rooms;
household arts has four; fine arts has three.
The lockers for wardrobes, six hundred of them,
are recessed in the corridor walls on this floor,
while gymnasium lockers, with fine shower
bath equipment and small group dressing
rooms, are installed in the spaces below the
auditorium. Wardrobes for the junior high
school, and space for a future swimming pool
also find provision on this floor.
The heating plant lies below the gymnasium
and all piping and mechanical equipment extends
below the ground floor of the building in unoccupied basement space. Underground passage
ways lead conveniently from the new building
to each of the buildings at the east and west.
There is no space here to tell of the many
special and up-to-date features that characterize this new home for the college. The building is elastic in arrangement and provides for
the growth and changes of the hundred years
to come, because those who have planned have
kept in mind the future, so far as they could see
it, as well as the present. Limitations such as shall
develop, aside from those conditioned by reduced funds and high costs following the great
war, will be the result of the limited vision of
which the future always indicts the past.
G. E. M.
Gert,- in Sociology: "In my opinion the little
red schoolhouse is a thing of the past."
Mr. H. "Yes, they have painted it white."

THE WINONAN
THE STRETCHER BEARER
Mr. Harris: A little boy, on coming home
from Sunday school, said to his mother, when
she asked what he had learned, "Those poor
African children were so hungry that when they
beat on their turns turns you could hear them
for miles.

Mr. Harris tells one about the pigs in KenSpeltz will now sing that mournful little love
tucky that rooted around in the rocky soil so song entitled "Since Dolores swallowed the
long that their noses became very calloused spoon, she has not been able to stir."
and heavy. Then the farmers had to tie stones
to the tails of the pigs to keep the hind legs on the
Mr. Owens: "So he wishes to enter my class.
ground. Moral: Don't keep your noses to the
His name is Mr. Braines, is it?"
grindstone too much.
Miss Pritchard: "Yes sir."

Mr. Owens: "Well I am sorry, we are overDuxberry is going around with a pain on his
The driest story ever told: An Irishman and
crowded
already. We have 40 in this class
arm. It wasn't dangerous till it went to his a Scotchman went into an east end store. The
without Braines."
Irishman was broke.
heart.
Miss Mallory expects to flunk some of the
Ikey: "I would like to take a bath." The
young men in her penmanship classes.
father (baths 25c) "Oh Ikey, when I vass your
age, I was just so romantic."
Jacobson: "Is 'ou donna by my thweet 'ittle
Doris: "My father raises flax. He raised
chocums dirt?
Miss Howe: "Uh-'uh. Is 'ou donna thmile this table cloth."
nith in chapel at ur 'ittle rollum pollums? Mmm.
June: "He must be strong. Well, what kind
of seed did he plant?"
Doris: "A napkin."
Munson: "What is heredity?"
June Peters: "It's what a father believes
June: "Is that true?"
Doris: "No, it's just conversation."
in till his son acts like a fool."
Why is "Pete" like a camel?
Husband: "My wife cut off a piece of my ear."
Because he's got 'a hump to keep up with
Magistrate: "Well, I can't do anything about
his class.
that, but I will bind her over to keep the peace."
Husband: "You can't, she's thrown it away."
Mrs. Cassidy: "Sargent was a great artist.
Burton wrote on the back of Risser's paper:
With one stroke, he could change a smiling face
"Please write more legibly."
into a sorrowful one."
Next day: "Prof., what is this you wrote on
Zim: "That's nothing. My mother used to
my paper?"
do the same to me."

HAIL WINONA
AIR: ALMA MATER

Lo, in Mississippi's waters,
Blue the eternal sky;
In our hearts, 0 Alma Mater,
Clear thy spirits high.
Chorus
Lift the chorus
Send it ringing
Far o'er hill and vale
Hail to thee, 0 Alma Mater,
Hail, Winona, hail.
Noble hills watch o'er the valley
Where thy dwelling lies;
Steadfast hearts, 0 Alma Mater,
Guard thy destinies.
Ever shall tomorrow better
What today hath won;
Lead thy children, Alma Mater,
On, forever on.

WHY NOT TEACH?
What other vocation offers you the following:
ASSURED POSITION
INCREASING SALARY
INTELLECTUAL GROWTH
AND GREATER OPPORTUNITY FOR SERVICE

FREE TRAINING

WINONA STATE TEACHERS
COLLEGE
(ESTABLISHED 1858-4700 GRADUATES)

Offers courses for Teaching Positions, Supervision, Grades or Special Subjects,
Transfer to University or Professional School
This Teachers College offers a general and vocational education at smaller expense to the student than any other higher institution of learning
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